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Diversity. Equity. Inclusion.
These are not just words. These are foundational elements of Russell Investments’ culture. 
Our firm values include a dedication to our people including pillars of inclusivity, humanity and 
fairness and a commitment to non-negotiable integrity.  We know diversity plays an integral 
role in our success and growth as a firm – both for our clients and for our associates.

I originally joined Russell Investments in 1990 and have been inspired by our firm’s continual 
commitment to diversity, equity and inclusion (DE&I).  I’m honored to be appointed as the new 
Diversity and Inclusion Executive Sponsor in 2021.  In fact, when I was asked to take on the 
role, I accepted right away, no questions asked. This is one of the most critical areas of focus for 
our firm, for our industry and for our broader community. At Russell Investments, we believe in 
the importance of DE&I and I am personally committed to making a difference and joining with 
our broad associate base and leadership team to move our efforts forward.

In my role as Head of Global Marketing, I understand and appreciate the value our clients 
place on DE&I. They want to partner with firms who acknowledge the challenge and embrace 
every effort possible to further diversify the make-up of their workforce, their vendors and their 
investment opportunities. The global asset management industry is aware of the headwinds we 
face, and many of us are banding together to help each other, which ultimately helps all those 
we serve. This is why we’ve joined new initiatives in the past year including Nicsa’s Diversity 
Project North America and Verus’ Institutional Investing Diversity Cooperative.  Working 
together makes us stronger and strength plus focus leads to progress.

The journey toward further diversity and inclusion will take time and focus. We must reach into 
our diverse communities and encourage our youth, teach them about the asset management 
industry and how they can make a difference through a shared and noble purpose of 
improving people’s financial security. We must seek deeper pools of diverse candidates for 
roles throughout our organisation. This is why we’ve partnered with great diversity-focused 
organisations like The Amos Bursary and Rainier Scholars. And we must invest in our existing 
diverse workforce, which is why we’ve supported initiatives like the Diversity Mentorship 
Programme and Women in Sales Excellence.

I’m encouraged by the passion of our associates to help Russell Investments 
drive real and lasting change. Together, we are making a difference and only 
together will we continue to progress our ideals to be a more diverse and 
inclusive firm, industry and society.  

Mollie Jensen

D&I Executive Sponsor

Managing Director, Head of Global Marketing
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Global Diversity & Inclusion Council
Russell Investments has a Global Diversity and Inclusion 
(D&I) Council dedicated to:

Council Responsibilities 2021 Council Goals
• Sponsor Associate Resource Groups (ARGs)

• Monitor diversity metrics, identify focus areas

• Review associate and corporate D&I surveys and 
evaluations, make recommendations

• Review D&I charters, ensure commitments make 
progress to DEI

• Each ARG sponsored by at least 1 Council member

• Validate that each ARG-led initiative supports mission 
to attract, develop, and/or retain diverse talent

• Review overall company diversity metrics, identify 
patterns and growth areas, present recommendations 
to Management Committee

Demonstrating 
leadership commitment 

and accountability to 
attracting, developing, 

and retaining  
diverse talent

Fostering a 
culture of 
inclusion 

Championing the 
advancement of 

diversity, equity, and 
inclusion, internally and 

in our communities

Growing our diverse 
associate representation 
globally year over year  

“I am committed to strengthening our 
culture and living our values every day. 
At Russell Investments, we want to be 
an inclusive firm where people of all 
backgrounds feel like they belong. In 
doing so, we will be able to work together 
at our highest collective potential to fulfil 
our critical fiduciary duty to our clients.  

This is a years-long journey to create 
needed change, and we all must 
invest in the challenge. Through our 
commitment to organisations such as 
Washington Employers for Racial Equity, 
Verus’ Institutional Investing Diversity 
Cooperative and the Financial Services 
Council, we’ll continue to do our part to 
increase diversity at Russell Investments 
and in our industry.”

Michelle Seitz

Chairman & CEO
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Veteran’s 
Associate 

Resource Group

“I joined Russell Investments as an HR Associate because of the Diversity 
and Inclusion aspect of the role. Every day I connect with the many members 
of our global D&I associate resource groups as they work toward furthering 
the attraction, development and retention of our diverse talent. I am inspired 
by their ideas and their passion, and I join them in their drive to continue to 
imbed inclusion and generate positive change at our firm and in our strategic 
imperatives.”

D&I Associate Resource Groups

Russell Investments and the Diversity and Inclusion Council sponsors global Associate Resource Groups (ARGs) led by 
associates and designed to increase engagement and understanding while contributing to a more inclusive workplace. 
Associate Resource Groups also facilitate dialogue and learning about inclusion across Russell Investments. These 
groups provide leadership and development opportunities for associates and support all associates from diverse 
backgrounds in the workplace. 

All of the ARG’s are global with leadership representatives from each region. The ARGs work together on overall 
initiatives to promote the attraction, development and retention of diverse associates while balancing regional 
programming as needed.

Megan Duffy 

Diversity & Inclusion Representative

HR Associate

LGBT & Allies 
Associate 

Resource Group

Women’s 
Associate 

Resource Group

Career Enhancement 
Associate Resource 

Group

Multicultural 
Associate Resource 

Group

Black Associate 
Resource Group
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55 Events
D&I focused events held from 1 January, 2020 – 30 June, 2021 sponsored by 
Russell Investments, the D&I Council and D&I Associate Resource Groups

International Women’s Day Panel

Veterans Reflections on Memorial Day

Virtual London Black History Walk 
with Tony Warner

LGBT Education Talk

“I’m very proud of the work Russell Investments has put into supporting the 
LGBT community.  As chair of EMEA LGBTA+, I have helped organise several 
events educating our associates on the LGBT+ experience.  Our investment in 
the GSBA scholarship in the U.S. and other community initiatives is a great way 
to invest in our youth and show them that the asset management industry is 
inclusive and in need of their talent.”

Tom Whateley

EMEA Chair, LGBTA+ 

Associate Director, Partnership Solutions
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We Want to Understand  
SPEAKER SERIES

“With the murder of George Floyd and 
the increased movement to fight social 
injustice, the Black ARG launched a series 
of events called “We Want to Understand” 
to help our associates learn more about 
the racial inequities in the world and hear 
what they can do to help.  This was part 
of the education stream sponsored by the 
Black ARG and supplemented our efforts 
to enhance diverse recruitment and 
development efforts.”

Travis Bagley, Global Chair, 

Black Associate Resource Group

Director, Transition Management

The History and Current Realities of 
Asian Communities 
with Lorraine Bannai, director of the Fred T.   
Korematsu Center for Law and Equality at Seattle 
University School of Law

and Liani Reeves, Attorney at Bullard Law

Multiculturalism and 
Fostering an Inclusive 
Workplace 
with Gilary Massa, Inclusive Leaders

and Tina Lopes, Organisational 
development consultant, facilitator, 
mediator

Closing Racial  
Inequality Gaps 
with Catherine L Mann, former Global 
Chief Economist at Citigroup

Racial Gaslighting 
with Angelique Davis, Professor, 
Seattle University

and Rose Ernst, Academic Editor

https://www.citivelocity.com/citigps/closing-the-racial-inequality-gaps/
https://www.citivelocity.com/citigps/closing-the-racial-inequality-gaps/
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GOALS
Double the number of organisations 
Russell Investments partners with to 
find diverse talent from 2020 to 2022. 

Russell Investments is proud to work with 
these organisations and has already more than 
doubled the number of community and industry 
partnerships since the beginning of 2020.

Investing in our communities and the 
next generation.

Russell Investments has expanded its community 
partnerships since the beginning of 2020, reaching out to 
those organisations that focus on diverse youth who are 
the next generation of leaders in the asset management 
industry. In 2021, some of Russell Investments’ 
commitments include:

• Internships for students from Rainier Scholars 
(Seattle) and The Amos Bursary (London)

• A Workplace Experience programme in Sydney, 
Australia focused on female students interested in 
the asset management industry - delayed due to 
pandemic 

• A scholarship for LGBT youth with the Greater 
Seattle Business Association (GSBA)

NICSA DIVERSITY PROJECT NORTH AMERICA  
RISING STAR REPRESENTATIVE

“I am honored to be chosen as the Rising Star 
representative for Russell Investments. The 
programme offers me executive coaching, industry 
networking and exposure to executives across 
North America who will help me further develop my 
leadership skills as I grow in my career.“

Nazanin Rassouli, North America Chair 
Multicultural Associate Resource Group, 
Senior Legal Counsel

“I value Russell Investments’ commitment to 
The Amos Bursary’s mission of supporting and 
empowering Britain’s talented young people of 
African and Caribbean heritage to fulfil their academic 
potential, enabling them to excel in education 
and beyond. My colleagues have come together 
to offer the Amos men and women workshops on 
interviewing, CV building and networking and we 
plan to do more in the months ahead.”

Sonia Ayton, Steering Committee Member, 

Black Associate Resource Group,                       
Senior Compliance Officer
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Increasing the percentage of diverse applicants for open positions – beginning in the 
U.S. and expanding to other regions – in proportion to the number of open positions 
year-over-year from 2020 to 2023. 

Russell Investments works closely with their Associate Resource Groups, HR, Recruiting and other departments to find 
new ways to source diverse candidates for job openings, and have added further inclusive demographic identification 
options to highlight inclusivity upon application. Where agency recruiting is used, Russell Investments has purposely 
sought out recruitment firms that specialise in finding diverse talent. The firm strives to ensure all interview panels are 
diverse, and recruiters present a diverse slate of qualified candidates to managers for each role. 

“I’m proud of Russell Investments’ long-standing commitment to Diversity and 
Inclusion. We have partnered with organisations that support marginalised 
communities, invested in our associate resource groups, provided anti-bias 
and anti-harassment training, conducted annual pay equity reviews, enhanced 
our policies to ensure they are absent of bias, strived to present diverse 
candidate slates and form diverse interview panels in recruiting, and created 
leadership and mentorship programmes focused on diverse talent long before 
the flashpoint events of 2020. We strongly believe our firm is greater when we 
embrace diversity of thought, background and experience.”

Gene Raffone, Global D&I Council Member,

D&I Sponsor, Veteran’s Associate Resource Group

Chief Human Resources Officer

U.S. Applicants for Open Roles - Race/Ethnicity 2020

American Indian or Alaska Native 0.4%

Asian (Not Hispanic or Latino) 46.1%

Black or African American 3.1%

Hispanic or Latino 4.7%

Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander 0.2%

Two or More Races 4.0%

Undisclosed 7.7%

White 33.9%

U.S. Applicants 
for Open Roles - 

Gender 2020

Male  
65.1%

Female  
30.6%

Undisclosed 
4.3%

Source: Russell Investments as at 31 December, 2020.
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Associate Gender - Global

Russell Investments collects gender (male/female) information on all associates 
globally. In the U.S., Canada, and the U.K., Russell Investments introduced the option 
of associates identifying their gender identity beginning in 2020.

Women In Sales Excellence (WISE)

The WISE programme was founded by two female wholesalers in Russell Investments’ North American intermediary 
sales unit to provide mentorship and educational opportunities to women in sales. The programme expanded in early 
2021 to include women in both our institutional and intermediary sales business units across the U.S. and Canada.  
With over 30 members as of 30 June, 2021, WISE sponsors quarterly development events, provides mentorship and 
networking opportunities and engages in the onboarding of new women in sales.  

Lisa Mumper

Co-Chair, WISE

Associate Regional Director, U.S.

Corrin Conner

Co-Chair, WISE

Regional Consultant, Canada

Source: Russell Investments. Gender diversity by region as at 30 June, 2021.

North America

Male  
63%

Male  
60%

Male  
54%

Female  
37%

Female  
40%

Female  
46%

EMEA APAC

Global Associate Gender 2019 2020 6 months to 
30 June 2021

Female 38.1% 38.3% 39.0%

Male 61.9% 61.7% 61.0%
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Executive Leadership
Russell Investments’ Global Executive Committee is comprised of the CEO, President, 
CIO, and Vice Chairman and is 50% female. Russell Investments’ Global Management 
Committee is 23% female.

“I am thrilled to join Russell Investments as Chief Investment Officer 
and a member of the Executive Committee in 2021. As an investment 
leader, I know how important D&I is to the industry and that great 
investing requires diversity of thought. We strive for broader thought 
and representation not because it is simply right but also because it 
will improve the investment outcome for our clients. The Investment 
Division has already made several commitments to diversity and inclusion, 
including ensuring all roles are advertised for inclusivity, interview panels 
are diverse, and candidate slates have both gender and race/ethnicity 
diversity. D&I goes well beyond initial sourcing of talent and needs to 
emphasise actively supporting all the talented, diverse individuals trying 
to build their careers. Our division already had a women’s caucus focused 
on career development of our female investment professionals, and I’m 
launching a ‘Coach to Grow’ programme which will emphasise helping 
associates and their managers navigate critical career inflation points so 
they can have more impact now and see their longer term path. I believe 
that we need to reach out to our diverse youth and show them that asset 
management is a great career choice and that Russell Investments is an 
employer of choice. And I believe investing in and developing our current 
diverse talent is critical to demonstrate our commitment as they are the 
future leaders.”

Kate El-Hillow, Chief Investment Officer

“As a member of Russell Investments’ Management Committee, I am 
deeply invested in our diversity and inclusion efforts. Our APAC leadership 
team is 33% female and our region has the highest female to male ratio 
in the company. I am involved in the FSC and have led our firm’s efforts to 
make further commitments to gender diversity.  We are soon launching a 
Workplace Experience programme, giving female students in the financial 
industry an opportunity to intern with us. We also continue to explore 
opportunities to engage in our Aboriginal, Torres Strait Islanders and Maori 
communities.”

Jodie Hampshire, Managing Director, Australia and New Zealand
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Associate Race/Ethnicity 
United States
Russell Investments has race and ethnicity information on a majority of 
associates in the United States in line with government regulations.   

In 2020, Russell Investments began providing the ability for associates in 
the U.K. and Canada to disclose their race and ethnicity. As of 30 June, 
2021, approximately 40% of the associate base in both countries is still 
undisclosed. Once Russell Investments reaches 95% disclosure, these 
statistics will become publicly available.  

Due to regulations and local practices, race/ethnicity is not collected for 
associates in our Asia Pacific, European and Middle Eastern regions.

Global Diversity Mentorship Programme
Russell Investments has long invested in mentoring programmes, recognising that developing associates is key to firm 
growth and higher levels of associate engagement. In 2021, the Black Associate Resource Group, in partnership with Human 
Resources, launched a Diversity Mentorship Programme focused on our global black associates, recognising that specific 
mentorship and sponsorship would further associate retention and continued development at the firm. Each associate in the 
programme was mentored by a senior executive in the firm and the programme is comprised of three parts.

• Traditional Mentorship – skill and career development coaching provided by the mentor.

• Reverse Mentorship – allowing the mentee to coach their executive mentor on their experiences and educate 
them on how to make Russell Investments an even more inclusive firm.

• Sponsorship – Mentors provide exposure to their mentee, introducing them into their networks, including them 
in projects and department meetings and nominating them for firm-wide opportunities.

“Not only did I help design the Global 
Diversity Mentorship Programme, I also 
participated and had the opportunity to 
be coached by our CEO, Michelle Seitz. 
In addition, I was selected to be part 
of the Global Leadership Programme 
and received executive coaching and 
leadership training with a group of my 
peers. All of these experiences have 
helped me further develop my skills and 
fulfill my goal of moving into even more 
senior leadership positions.”

Danny Kabeya, Steering 
Committee Member, Black 
Associate Resource Group, 
Divisional Director

U.S. Race/Ethnicity 2019 2020 6 months 
to 30 June 

2021

American Indian or Alaska Native 1.0% 0.9% 0.9%

Asian (Not Hispanic or Latino) 14.9% 15.7% 16.0%

Black or African American 2.1% 2.3% 2.6%

Hispanic or Latino 1.8% 2.1% 1.9%

Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific 
Islander

0.4% 0.3% 0.3%

Two or More Races 3.6% 3.6% 3.8%

Undisclosed 3.7% 4.0% 4.2%

White 72.6% 71.1% 70.4%

Source: Russell Investments, as at 30 June, 2021.
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Training

All Russell Investments new hires are required to complete unconscious bias training.

Russell Investments provides anti-harassment and anti-discrimination training to associates every two years and in 
several regions requires the training upon hire. In 2022, Russell Investments will be launching an initiative to provide 
anti-racism training to all associates globally.

Pay Equity and Disclosure

Russell Investments conducts a full compensation review each year, ensuring equal pay for equal work with a focus 
on gender and race/ethnicity diversity. Russell Investments voluntarily participates in the U.K. Gender Pay Gap 
initiative, publishing results annually.

Policies and Performance Goals

Russell Investments ensures its global and regional policies are inclusive and free from bias. In 2020, Russell 
Investments conducted a thorough policy wide review with the specific focus on diversity and inclusion.

All global associates are assigned a “Global Citizen Goal” which includes a commitment to inclusion as part of the 
annual performance assessment.

Supplier Diversity

In late 2021, Russell Investments will launch a multi-year supplier diversity initiative. The firm will invest in tools and 
mechanisms to examine existing suppliers and design identification, categorisation and measurement procedures.

“As a veteran, I have appreciated the support and growth I have experienced 
at Russell Investments. Starting in security, I moved into an entry level 
position in human resources, and have been given the opportunity to evolve 
my career through many of the HR core functions. I’m now a member of the 
Total Rewards team focused on both compensation and global mobility. Russell 
Investments has continued to support our current associates who are veterans 
and partner with external organisations who help veterans transition from the 
military to a corporate career.”   

Anthony Roethel

North America Chair, Veteran’s Associate Resource Group

Compensation Consultant
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